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Project Rationale 

With the cap on undergraduate numbers lifted many more universities are looking to attract 

EU students eligible for the student loans. Clients report anecdotal evidence that European 

students are also of high quality, self-motivated and have a stronger propensity to continue 

study to PG level. More than 1 in 10 PGT students are now from the EU. 

Benefits to the University:  

 Comprehensive primary data mixed with detailed secondary analysis delivers firm 

evidence to shape an EU marketing strategy. 

 Develop an informed set of objectives, targets and a strategy to attract and support 

EU students now there is no UG cap. Build a pipeline for PG progression. 

 Understand how best to engage with European students to meet their distinct needs 

and preferences and thus build positive word of mouth across student networks. 

 Better understand the potential implications of Brexit and how the consequences 

might differ for different regions of the EU market.  

  



Research Questions 

 What motivates students to study in England and Wales over Scotland and overseas 

countries? 

 Which people or agencies advised students to study in the UK or positively 

influenced them? 

 What factors/considerations led EU students to choose their university and 

programme of study? 

 Do EU students consider themselves as ‘home’ or ‘international’ students or are they 

a distinct hybrid? 

 How easily did they find it to obtain the information they needed before applying? 

 Was any information missing and what are the lessons for recruiting universities? 

 What advice would current EU students give to their prospective student peers? 

 To what extent was university location pertinent to their decision-making? 

 How much weight did students give to university and subject rankings? 

 What other factors were pivotal to decision making? 

 Do the students feel well supported at their university–socially and academically? 

 Do the students feel satisfied that their university has helped to integrate students 

from all backgrounds? 

 What are the main perceived benefits of studying in the UK? 

 To what extent do EU students expect that UK study will be beneficial to their 

subsequent study/employment pathways? 

 Where were they located when they applied for their current programme– in their 

home country, the UK or a third country? 

 Why do a significant proportion of EU students still choose to study in England & 

Wales rather than Scotland where tuition fees are so much cheaper?  

 Which subjects and universities appeal most to the European market and to those 

from individual countries within the EU? Is the demand for subjects different to that 

from UK students? 

 How are EU students recruited to and supported by their institution - as part of the 

wider international student body, as home students or a distinct group? What tactics 

and approaches are employed? 

 How do institutions currently approach EU student marketing and where does 

responsibility for these activities fall? Do UK universities have European recruitment 

strategies and budgets? 



 Will the UK be seen as being as welcoming to European students as it was before 
the vote and the negotiations that will now take place?  

 Will probable changes to tuition fees and funding have a major impact on the volume 
or nature of the study body we attract from Europe?  

 How prevalent is paying “UK home fees” using subsidised loans amongst the main 
factors that motivate EU students to choose to study in the UK? Are there more 
critical factors at play that might negate the impact of increased costs - e.g. studying 
in English, the quality of UK higher education and so forth? EU students already have 
lots of less expensive options than the UK.  

 

 

  



Research Contents 

The research includes a series of interrelated reports drawing upon both primary and 

secondary research: 

 Report 1: Executive Summary  

 Report 2: Secondary Research 

 Report 3: Research with First Degree and Postgraduate Taught Prospects, 

Students and Alumni from EU Countries 

 Report 4: Insights from Marketing and Recruitment 

 Report 5: Review of Web Materials for EU Students 

Further detail for reports 2-5 is included below.  

Across research elements we have disaggregated findings for the distinct segments of the 

European Union: 

Established North/West Southern/Mediterranean New/East 

Ireland 
France 
Belgium 

Netherlands 
Germany 
Austria 

Denmark 
Sweden 
Finland 

Luxembourg 

Portugal 
Spain 
Italy 

Greece 
Cyprus 

Malta 
Poland 

Lithuania 
Latvia 

Estonia 
Czech Republic 

Slovakia 
Hungary 
Romania 
Bulgaria 
Croatia 

Slovenia 

 

 

Report 1: Executive Summary 

The first report of the five draws together the findings of the primary and secondary research 

elements answering the key questions that we set out to explore.  

This report also includes a series of recommendations for HEIs looking to develop their 

strategy for EU student recruitment and retention.  

The following pages detail the methodologies and specific research objectives covered by 

the four detailed analysis reports that accompany the Executive Summary.    



Report 2: Secondary Research 

Using a range of secondary data sources including, UNESCO, Eurostat, UCAS and HESA 

(and others) this report profiles the EU student market including country of origin, institution, 

subject and programme choice, as well as demographics.  

Data relates to full time students from the EU applying to or studying for undergraduate first 

degree or postgraduate taught programmes at universities in England and Wales.  

Where possible, the analysis includes a five-year trend and answers the following questions:  

 How do EU countries compare in terms of the proportion of students accessing 

tertiary education and progression to employment? 

 

 How many students enrol on full-time first degree and postgraduate taught 

programmes at universities in England and Wales each year? For undergraduate 

study, how does this relate to UCAS applications and acceptances? 

 

 What proportion of the market do students from the EU account for?  

 

 Which countries in the EU are the largest recruitment markets in terms of 

enrolment volume?  For these countries, what share of the mobile student market 

does the UK have and which other countries does the UK appear to be competing 

with? 

 

 Which EU countries have seen the most evident recent growth in the number of 

UCAS applicants and enrolled first degree and PGT students? 

 

 Which universities have been most successful in recruiting students from the EU, 

both in terms of overall volume and growth?  

 

 How does EU student enrolment vary by university mission group? 

 

 Is there any evidence of geographic concentration of EU students (e.g. London)?  

 

 Has Scotland’s share of UK in bound EU students increased? 

 

 Which subjects (JACS groups and principal subject lines) and programmes within 

these do students from the EU choose to study in greatest numbers? How do 

these choices compare with those of UK and International students? 

 

 What is the age and gender profile of EU applicants and students and how does 

this compare with domestic and international student bodies? 

 

  



Report 3: Research with First Degree and Postgraduate Taught 

Prospects, Students and Alumni from EU Countries 

Our online surveys of over 3,000 prospective students, current students and graduates at 

undergraduate and postgraduate taught levels addresses the following questions: 

 What motivated students to study in England and Wales? 

 Which people or agencies advised students to study in the UK or positively 

influenced them? 

 What factors/considerations led EU students to choose their university and 

programme of study? 

 Do EU students consider themselves as ‘home’ or ‘international’ students or are 

they a distinct hybrid? 

 How easily did they find it to obtain the information they needed before applying? 

What were the gaps, and lessons for recruiting universities? 

 What advice would current European students they give to their prospective 

student peers? 

 To what extent was university location pertinent to their decision-making? 

 How much weight did students give to university and subject rankings? What other 

factors were pivotal to decision making? 

 Do the students feel well supported at their university – socially and academically? 

Do the students feel satisfied that their university has helped to integrate students 

from all backgrounds? 

 What are the main perceived benefits of studying in the UK? 

 To what extent do European alumni feel that UK study has been beneficial to their 

subsequent study/employment pathways? 

 Where were they located when they applied for their current programme – in their 

home country, the UK or a third country? 

  



Report 4: Insights from Marketing and Recruitment 

Heads of marketing and international offices in institutions across the country were invited to 

complete a short online survey exploring: 

 Who is responsible for marketing to EU Students? 

 How are their marketing activities tailored for EU students? 

 Which EU countries do they target and where do they expect growth in numbers in 

the next 5 years? 

 What channels and methods do they use for engaging with European students 

and which of these have proven to be most effective? 

 Has the EU become more of a priority for their institution? In what way has the 

focus changed? 

 What type, and how many, partnerships do they have with universities in Europe? 

 

 

  



Report 5: Review of Web Materials for EU Students 

We completed a review of 106 English and Welsh university websites to evaluate 

information for EU students. A scoring system developed specifically for this research 

enabled us to identify the top performing institutions when it comes to EU marketing and 

provide example of best practice.  

 Where is information for EU students located on the website? 

 A separate dedicated section 

 With information for UK students 

 With information for international students  

 

 Is there information for students from specific countries? 

 

 Are current or former EU students of the university featured/profiled in any way? 

 

 Are tuition fees for EU students and loans to cover these clearly explained? 

 

 Does the website provide detailed financial support information for EU students? 

 

 Are there scholarships advertised specifically for EU students? 

 

 Is there a dedicated contact for EU students? 

 

 Does the university clearly set out entry requirements for students from the EU 

(and individual countries)? 

 

 Is there any information available in European languages? 

 

 Are the partnerships identified in the survey of marketing/international staff 

visible? 

 

  



Purchase this Research Project 

□ I confirm that, on behalf of the institution named below, I would like to purchase The 

Knowledge Partnership’s CollectiveIntelligence research project exploring the EU student 

market at the rate of £4,500+VAT.  

 

Your contact information 

Name: 

Job/Role:  

Institution: 

Email: 

 

Invoicing 

If different to above, please provide the contact information for invoicing: 

Name: 

Email: 

 

Please return this completed form in one of the following ways: 

By post… The Knowledge Partnership, 9 Somers Street, Leeds, LS1 2RG 

By email… collectiveintelligence@theknowledgepartnership.com  

Online… visit uk.theknowledgepartnership.com/collectiveintelligence and complete the web 

version of this form.  

 

 

Thank You. 
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